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This exploratory study examined prospective elementary teachers’ (PSTs’)
number and operation sense (NOS) in the context of solving problems with
fractions. Drawing on the existing literature, we identified seven skills that
characterize fraction-related NOS. We analyzed 230 responses to 23 tasks
completed by 10 PSTs for evidence of PSTs’ use of different fraction-related
NOS skills. The analysis revealed that PSTs did not use all seven fractionrelated NOS skills to the same extent. PSTs’ responses documented their
frequent reasoning about the meaning of symbols and formal mathematical
language in the context of fractions. To a lesser extent, PSTs’ responses
documented their reasoning about different representations of fractions and
operations, about the composition of numbers, and about the effects of
operations on pairs of fractions. We also examined possible relationships
among the seven fraction-related NOS skills identified across the analyzed
responses. The results reveal that some of the fraction-related NOS skills
appear to support one another. Given that NOS skills provide a foundation for
effective mental computation strategies, our study shows the need for explicit
attention in teacher preparation programs to supporting PSTs in developing a
strong awareness of and facility with a range of fraction-related NOS skills.
Our study also raises questions about the relationship between PSTs’
conceptual understanding of fractions and their fraction-related NOS skills
and provides suggestions for future research that explores further connections
among the fraction-related NOS skills.
Keywords: Fractions, mental computation, number and operation
sense, prospective teachers
In many countries, the development of number and operation sense
(NOS) is the desired goal for school mathematics (e.g., Australian Education
Council, 1991; Common Core State Standards for Mathematics [CCSSM],
2010; National Council of Teachers of Mathematics [NCTM], 1989, 2000).
The concepts and skills that characterize NOS spiral within and throughout
the elementary, middle, and high school mathematics curricula. The existing
mathematics education literature reflects the difficulty of defining NOS (e.g.,
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Courtney-Clark & Wessels, 2014; Greeno, 1991; Howden, 1989; Huinker
2002; McIntosh et al., 1992; Reys & Yang, 1998; Resnick, 1989). For
example, Sowder (1992) interpreted NOS as a way of thinking rather than a
specific body of mathematical knowledge concerned with numbers and
operations. Verschaffel et al. (2007) supported this view by describing how
NOS “typifies the theme of learning mathematics as a sense-making activity”
(p. 581).
Mathematics educators generally agree that NOS provides a
foundation for effective mental computation strategies (e.g., Hajra & Kofman,
2017; Threlfall, 2002). NOS is conceptualized broadly as one’s general
understanding of numbers and operations combined with one’s ability and
inclination for using this understanding in flexible ways to develop efficient
strategies for solving numerical problems (e.g., Hajra & Kofman, 2017; Reys
et al., 1999). McIntosh et al. (1992) highlighted three interconnected aspects
of NOS: knowledge and facility with numbers, operations, and the ability to
apply knowledge of numbers and operations in computational settings.
Multiple researchers emphasized these aspects of NOS, describing that
students with good number sense think about numbers and operations flexibly
and use sense-making (Battista et al., 2017) strategies, that is, the process of
understanding ideas and concepts to identify, describe, explain, and apply
them. Researchers show that students with well-developed NOS skills
recognize the relationship between the context of the problem and the
appropriate computation. They develop useful strategies that draw on their
understanding of relationships between numbers and operations in a given
context. They use benchmarks as mental referents judging the orderliness of
numbers and reasonableness of calculations (Hajra & Kofman, 2017;
Heirdsfield & Cooper, 2002; McIntosh et al., 1992; Sowder, 1988; 1992;
Trafton, 1992).
K-12 students benefit when their teachers emphasize NOS strategies in
computational situations. Pre-Service Teachers (PSTs) should then learn about
NOS while enrolled in teacher preparation programs. In this paper, we
explored NOS strategies elementary PSTs use to solve fraction-related
problems. Researchers frequently draw attention to the need to support PSTs’
as well as students’ understanding of fraction-related concepts (Ball, 1990;
Behr et al.,1986; Charalambous & Pitta-Pantazi, 2007; Newton, 2008; Tirosh
et al.,1998; Tirosh, 2000). Researchers also argue for instruction that supports
students’ NOS in the domain of fractions (Behr et al.,1986; Carvalho & da
Ponte, 2013). Preparing PSTs to foster NOS in their students requires a
research-based understanding of PSTs’ competency with the different skills
that exemplify NOS. Thus, with a focus on elementary PSTs, our study
examined:
1. To what extent do PSTs use different fraction-related NOS skills to
solve fraction problems?
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2. What does the analysis of PSTs’ responses reveal about the
relationships among the different fraction-related NOS skills?
Investigations into Students’ and Teachers’ NOS
Research shows that students and teachers frequently have difficulty
mastering NOS skills (Menon, 2004a; Reys et al., 1999; Singh, 2009; Yang et
al., 2004). Reys and colleagues (1999) compared the NOS of students in
Australia, Sweden, Taiwan, and the United States and reported students’ NOS
as overall poor. Menon (2004a) analyzed the NOS skills of U.S. elementary
students from grades four to seven. When comparing performance of students
in the upper and lower grades, Menon reported that students in the upper
grades relied on less effective computational strategies. They predominantly
used traditional paper-and-pencil computational algorithms, and infrequently
considered sense-making strategies in problem-solving situations. Students in
the lower grades demonstrated greater flexibility in using sense-making
strategies in computational settings. Singh (2009) made similar observations
when working with high school students. Like the upper grades students in
Menon’s study, students in Singh’s study rarely used sense-making strategies
in computational problem situations.
Research-based assessment of NOS demonstrated by teachers is
similar to that of students (e.g., Bobis, 2004; Hajra & Kofman, 2017;
Kaminski, 1997; Menon, 2004b; Tsao, 2004, 2005; Yang et al., 2009). Several
studies describe that many teachers, including PSTs, depend on procedural
computational algorithms rather than sense-making strategies and have limited
skills to estimate, interpret, and assess the results of computations (e.g., Hajra
& Kofman, 2017; Kaminski, 1997; Yang, 2007; Yang et al., 2009 ). It is also
challenging for teachers to recognize the connections between mental
strategies and procedural computational approaches (e.g., Tsao, 2004, 2005).
Fractions and Fraction-Related Number and Operation Sense
The concept of fractions encompasses multiple meanings. To
understand fractions and develop fraction-related NOS, individuals have to
experience fractions across many constructs, including part-whole, ratio,
operator, quotient, or measure (Behr et al., 1992; Kieren, 1976; Lamon, 2007).
Individuals also need to understand ways in which fractions are represented
(e.g., decimals, mixed numbers, percents) and know how different forms of
representing fractions relate to one another and are used to express the same
quantity. Flexible understanding of the different meanings of fractions is key
to estimation and mental calculation in many contexts (e.g., shopping,
budgeting, concentration problems that require mixing, using scales on maps,
converting among units). In this paper, while discussing fraction-related NOS,
we use the term fraction to include the broad range of meanings attributed to
the concept of fractions.
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McNamara and Shaughnessy (2015) described NOS for fractions as “a
deep and flexible understanding of fractions that is not dependent on any one
context or type of problem” (p. xiii). NOS for fractions includes the ability to
flexibly reason about fractions and operations, reason and use a variety of
models and representations of fractions and operations, and develop or select
useful strategies for solving fraction-related problems (Courtney-Clark &
Wessels, 2014; Cramer & Henry, 2002; Huinker, 2002; Lamon, 1999;
McIntosh et al., 1992; McNamara & Shaughnessy, 2015; Steencken & Maher,
2002; Way, 2011, 2013).
Mathematics educators agree that the topic of fractions is one of the
most difficult in the K-8 mathematics curriculum for both teachers and
students (e.g., Behr et al., 1986; Carvalho & da Ponte, 2013; Charalambous &
Pitta-Pantazi, 2007; Harvey, 2012; Kilpatrick et al., 2001; Lamon, 2007;
Lobato & Ellis, 2010). Behr and colleagues (1992) and Lamon (2007) argued
that failure to construct a deep understanding of fraction concepts creates a
developmental obstacle that prevents students from accessing higher-level
mathematics. The multifaceted nature of fractions makes mastering different
aspects of NOS with respect to fractions mathematically complex and
cognitively challenging (e.g., Charalambous & Pitta-Pantazi, 2007; Lamon,
2007).
Research literature documents difficulties PSTs have with fractionrelated concepts. For example, several studies chronicle PSTs’ lack of
conceptual understanding of fractions and reliance on algorithmic procedures
to solve fraction problems (e.g., Ball, 1990; Chinnappan & Forrester, 2014;
Newton, 2008). Research also shows that teachers support students in
developing fraction-related NOS by emphasizing the meaning of fractions
rather than procedures and using mental computation strategies such as
estimation and benchmarking (e.g., Charalambous & Pitta-Pantazi, 2007;
Clarke & Roche, 2009). Teachers, including PSTs, need knowledge and
facility with a wide range of skills before they can help students develop
fraction-related NOS (Ma, 1999; Newton, 2008).
Conceptual Framework
We examined the existing mathematics education literature for
descriptive accounts of fraction-related NOS skills (e.g., Courtney-Clark &
Wessels, 2014; Cramer & Henry, 2002; Huinker, 2002; Lamon, 1999;
McIntosh et al., 1992; Steencken & Maher, 2002; Way, 2011, 2013). NOS
skills exemplify one’s ability to make sense of, that is, understand a situation,
context, or concept and connect it with an existing knowledge base (Battista et
al., 2017). Way (2013) highlighted three fraction-related NOS skills:
recognizing visual representations of fractions, reasoning about relationships
among fractions and operations, and having a sense of the magnitude of
operations with fractions. Yang et al. (2009) and Courtney-Clark and Wessels
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(2014) interpreted fraction-related NOS in terms of using benchmarks for
reasoning about fractions, having a sense of the relative effects of operations
on fractions, and judging the reasonableness of an answer in a problem
situation. In addition, Courtney-Clark and Wessels (2014) described that NOS
in the domain of fractions includes the ability to reason about different
representations of fractions. Huinker (2002) operationalized fraction-related
NOS as the ability to reason about different models of fractions and
operations, recognize operations with fractions in real-world situations, reason
about the composition of numbers, and connect the use of symbols to the
meaning of fractions. Table 1 summarizes fraction-related NOS skills
discerned from the literature.
Table 1
Skills that Characterize* Fraction-Related NOS
Skill

Operational Description

S1. Reasoning about models of
fractions and operations

Using different models and sense-making strategies
to represent fractions and operations with fractions in
problem situations

S2. Reasoning about specific
operations with fractions in
real- world situations

Recognizing and selecting operations with fractions
consistent with the description of the real-world
problem situation

S3. Reasoning about the meaning
of symbols and formal
mathematical language in the
context of fractions

Connecting and using symbols as tools for describing
the meaning for fractions and operations in problem
situations

S4. Reasoning about different
representations of fractions
and operations

Translating among and using different representations
to connect real-world, oral language, symbolic, and
pictorial representations of fractions

S5. Reasoning about the
relationships among fractions
and operations with fractions

Selecting and applying strategies that demonstrate an
understanding of the relationships among fractions
(including the orderliness of fractions), operations, and
the properties of operations

S6. Reasoning about the
composition of numbers

Expressing and using fractions in equivalent forms in
problem-solving situations

S7. Reasoning about effects of
Selecting and applying sense-making strategies to judge
operations on pairs of
the correctness and accuracy of computations
fractions
*
Adapted from Cramer & Henry (2002); Huinker (2002); Lamon (1999, 2007); Steencken &
Maher (2002)
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Method
Participants
The participants for this study were ten PSTs enrolled in a teacher
education program at a private university in the U.S. They were all in the third
year of their teacher preparation program, one year from student teaching. We
conducted the study in the Number System and Operations course designed to
prepare PSTs for a grades 1-8 teaching license. All PSTs previously
completed a Problem Solving and Reasoning course that introduced them to a
wide range of problem-solving strategies and useful ways of thinking about
problem-solving situations. All PSTs enrolled in the course volunteered for
their participation.
Data Sources and Data Collection
We collected the data at the beginning of a unit on fractions. We asked
PSTs to respond to a series of 23 tasks selected to elicit their thinking about
fractions and to examine their use of NOS skills while solving fractionrelated problems (see Table 1). The tasks were selected from course materials
widely used in the U.S. for elementary teacher preparation (Beckmann, 2005;
Sowder et al., 2010) that explicitly address NOS skills (see task examples in
the Results section). Overall, we analyzed 230 responses (10 participants × 23
tasks).
To elicit information about PSTs’ NOS, we explicitly asked them to
respond to each task using sense-making strategies rather than standard paperand-pencil computational algorithms. Like other researchers interested in
NOS and mental computation strategies (e.g., Hajra & Kaufman, 2017), we
also asked PSTs to respond in writing and carefully document their reasoning
about each task. In a way consistent with Ernest (1998), we interpreted PSTs’
work as any figural or graphical representations, diagrams, numerical or
symbolic representations, or written explanations. Prior research documents
that individuals’ strategies in written solutions do not greatly differ from those
used in “think out loud” protocols. Pugalee (2001) reported that students who
were asked to provide written responses did not use significantly different
strategies than students who responded to the same problems by thinking
aloud.
Data Analysis
Qualitative Analysis
Our data analysis was grounded in qualitative analytical-inductive
methods (e.g., Miles et al., 2014; Saldaña, 2016). We first used our
operational definition as a guide (see the section Conceptual Framework) to
examine each response and identify fraction-related NOS skills that each PST
documented in their problem solution. The identified skills were then coded
using the apriori coding scheme described in Table 1. In a second round of the
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analysis, we then further examined each response to assess the extent to which
PSTs used each identified skill, which we then coded as strong (score 2),
emerging (score 1), or not evident (score 0). Both authors independently
coded all PST responses and then discussed the independent results until
reaching 100% agreement.
Strong NOS. We considered that a PST showed evidence of strong
NOS on a given skill (score 2) if the correct solution strategy was consistent
with that skill. For example, we identified a PST’s knowledge of models of
fractions and operations (Skill 1) as strong if the PST used a sense-making
strategy rather than following a rule-based procedure. That is, they reasoned
about the problem situation by developing useful models to represent the
situation and embedded concepts. The model(s) they developed were effective
and generated the correct solution.
Emerging NOS. On a given skill, we considered that a PST’s
response provided evidence of emerging NOS (score 1) if the response
documented characteristics of that skill, but the sense-making strategy was not
carried out correctly, leading to an incorrect result. For example, we rated a
PST’s performance on Skill 1, using models of fractions and operations, as
emerging if the PST developed models of fractions and operations to solve a
given problem, but the developed model was ineffective in supporting the
correct solution. We also rated a PST’s NOS as emerging with respect to a
given skill if the response showed partial evidence of using that skill and
partial evidence of relying on rule-based calculations. For example, we rated a
PST’s NOS on Skill 5, reasoning about the orderliness of fractions, as
emerging if the response showed evidence that the PST used mental strategies
such as benchmark fractions to reason about some fractions and relied on
computational algorithms to reason about other fractions.
Not Evident NOS. We assessed that a PST did not use a NOS skill
(score 0) if the solution did not include a sense-making strategy consistent
with that specific skill. For example, if the response did not show any
evidence that a PST reasoned about models of fractions and operations and
instead documented the use of rule-based computations, we coded the
response as not evident of NOS on Skill 1 (score 0).
Quantitative Analysis
For each PST, we computed his or her skill score on each of the seven
fraction-related NOS skills. We defined the skill score as an average of all
scores for that particular skill across the analyzed tasks. We conducted a nonparametric Friedman test to examine the distribution of median skill scores
and explore the extent to which our PSTs used the different NOS skills when
generating their problem solutions. To identify whether or not there were any
significant differences between pairs of scores, we conducted a Wilcoxon post
hoc test with a Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons. We also
conducted Pearson correlations to examine the relationship between each of
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the 21 pairs of scores and make inferences about possible relationships among
the different NOS skills identified across PSTs’ responses. We present the
results of our analyses in the section that follows.
Results
Research Question 1. To what extent do PSTs use different fraction-related
NOS skills to solve fraction problems?
We first discuss how PSTs used different fraction-related NOS skills
in their problem solutions and illustrate their use of NOS skills with excerpts
from their responses across different tasks. Then we discuss PSTs’ use of the
seven fraction-related NOS skills across the 230 responses by summarizing
the median skill scores for each of the seven skills.
Qualitative Analysis
To illustrate PSTs’ NOS on three skills: Skill 1—reasoning about
models of fractions and operations; Skill 2— reasoning about specific
operations with fractions in real-world situations; and Skill 4—reasoning
about different representations of fractions and operations, we use the
4
1
following problem: Ken ordered 5 of a ton of sand. Ken wants to receive 3 of
2

his order now and 3 of his order later. What fraction of a ton of sand should
Ken receive now? Show and explain your reasoning.
Included in Figures 1 and 2 are excerpts from two PSTs’ responses to
illustrate our assessment of their NOS skills on this problem.
Figure 1
PST #9’sRresponse

Responses from PST #9 (see Figure 1) and PST #1 (see Figure 2)
show that they used sense-making strategies while reasoning about the
meaning of fractions represented in this problem situation. Both PSTs used
effective models through which they revealed reasoning about the part-whole
meaning of fractions in this problem (Skill 1). Consistent with our coding
schema, we assessed both responses as documenting strong (score 2) NOS on
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Skill 1. The models also show that each PST recognized and reasoned about
the connections between the real-world situation depicted in the problem and
specific operations with fractions (Skill 2). We assessed both responses as
evidence of strong NOS on Skill 2, connecting real-world situations with
specific operations on fractions, specifically in this problem, showing PSTs’
understanding of multiplication of fractions. We also believe that both
responses document PSTs’ flexibility with different representations of
fractions and ability to translate among these representations (Skill 4)
effectively. The labeling of their respective diagrams provides evidence that
each PST connected the verbal descriptions of the problem situation, the
pictorial models they constructed for that situation, the meaning of fractions
and operations they recognized in the problem situation, and the symbols they
used. Each response then also provides evidence of strong NOS on Skill 4.
Figure 2
PST #1’s Response

To illustrate PSTs’ NOS on Skill 5—reasoning about the relationships
among fractions and operations with fractions, we use the following task: Sort
fractions below into three groups: Fractions that are about zero, fractions
1
1 2 1 1 1 5 9 3 2 2 1
that are about 2 and fractions that are about 1. 10 , 3 , 5, 7 , 3, 9, 11, 10 , 5, 12, 9,
2 22 7 8

4 22 5 13 5

, , , , , .Clearly explain your thinking.
Consider the response included in Figure 3. Figure 3 shows how PST
#9 makes sense of and reasons about the orderliness and relationships among
,

, ,

7 50 9 15 10 25 8 30 6
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fractions. Even though she was unable to make adjustments to her strategy to
2
1
decide whether 3 should be considered as being about 2 or about 1, her
explanation documents reasoning about the relative magnitude of fractions
using benchmark fractions as mental referents. We considered her
explanations as evidence of strong (score 2) NOS on Skill 5.
We use the task: The price of a blouse was first reduced by 25% and
then reduced by 20% (from already reduced price). What if instead, the blouse
had first been reduced by 20% and then by 25% (from the reduced price)?
Would the final price still be the same, higher or lower? Explain to illustrate
PSTs’ NOS on Skill 5 further. We also use this problem to illustrate PSTs’
NOS on Skill 7— reasoning about the effects of operations on pairs of
fractions. Consider the responses included in Figures 4 and 5.
Figure 3
PST #9’s Response
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Figure 4
PST #2’s Response

Presented in Figure 4 PST #2’s explanation, “The final price of the
blouse in the second and the first scenario would be the same . . . The order
does not affect multiplication problem outcomes,” shows that she engaged in
thinking about the relationships among numbers and properties of operations
(Skill 5). PST #2’s strategy documents her reasoning about properties of
operations—we assessed her response as evidence of strong (score 2) NOS on
Skill 5. PST #2 considered the total discount and judged the effects of
operations without actually performing operations in this problem situation.
Because PST #2 documented that she reasoned about and judged the effects of
operations on pairs of fractions, we also assessed her response as evidence of
strong (score 2) NOS on Skill 7.
As an illustration of an emerging (score 1) NOS on Skill 5 and not
evident NOS (score 0) on Skill 7, consider the response of PST #5 included in
Figure 5.
Figure 5
PST #5’s Response

Unlike PST #2, who reasoned about the relationships among numbers
and effects of operations without computing, PST #5 determined the answer
by conducting case-based calculations and comparing their results. PST #5
assumed the initial value of the quantity described in the problem. She
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recognized the relationship between the discount price and the price paid
given her assumed initial value and explored both problem scenarios. PST #5
reflected on the results of her calculations and then identified the relevant
property involved. Consistent with our scoring rubric, we interpreted her
response as evidence of emerging (score 1) NOS on Skill 5. Given that to
judge the effects of operations, PST #5 needed to compute and compare the
results of her calculations, we also assessed this response as not indicative of
NOS on Skill 7 (score 0).
11
16
Consider the task: Mark says that 12 = 17 because both fractions are
one away from the whole. Is he correct? If yes, explain why. If not, explain
what is wrong with his reasoning as a context for discussing PSTs’ NOS on
Skill 3—reasoning about the meaning of symbols and formal mathematical
language in the context of fractions. We illustrate PSTs’ use of this skill with
PST #1’s response included in Figure 6.
As illustrated in Figure 6, in this problem situation, PST #1 was
making sense of the fraction symbol and the phrase “one away from the
whole,” Skill 3. Her explanation demonstrates her understanding of the
meaning of the fraction symbol and the part-whole relationship. It also
1
1
documents that while comparing the fractions 12 and 17 PST #1 effectively
reasoned about relationships among fractions and the orderliness of fractions,
Skill 5. We assessed her NOS on both skills as strong (score 2).
Figure 6
PST #1’s Response

Finally, we illustrate how PSTs used NOS Skill 6— reasoning about
2
3
the composition of numbers, using the task: Mary has to calculate 3 × 6 4. She
3

does not want to convert 6 to an improper fraction. Explain how she can
4
solve the problem.
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Figure 7
PST #1’s Response

For example, consider the response included in Figure 7 as an example
of strong (score 2) NOS on Skill 6. PST 1’s solution (see Figure 7) shows her
understanding of equivalent forms of fractions, her facility with the
composition and decomposition of fractions, and her thinking about properties
of operations.
Quantitative Analysis
To further illustrate PSTs’ use of different fraction-related NOS skills
across the 230 analyzed responses, we summarize median skill scores (see
Table 2). We also provide a visual of the overall distribution of skill scores in
Figure 8.
We conducted a Friedman’s test to compare the median fractionrelated NOS skill scores for the seven skills of interest. The test was
significant at the 0.05 level, 𝜒2(6, N = 10) = 13.08, p = 0.032. Kendall’s
coefficient of concordance of 0.23 indicated fairly large differences in PSTs’
performance across the seven skills. A Wilcoxon test with Bonferroni
adjustment for multiple comparisons confirmed significant differences
between the following pairs of skills: (S1 & S7), z = 2.510, p = 0.012; (S3 &
S6), z = 2.516, p = 0.031; and (S3 & S7), z = 2.680, p = 0.007. The other
differences were not statistically significant.
As illustrated in Table 2 and Figure 8, PSTs’ performance on Skill 3
(reasoning about the meaning of symbols and formal mathematical language
in the context of fractions) was the strongest. Across all responses, 50% of the
PSTs provided evidence of strong use of Skill 3. In contrast, PSTs’
demonstrated the weakest NOS on Skill 4 (reasoning about different
representations of fractions and operations), Skill 6 (reasoning about the
composition of numbers), and Skill 7 (reasoning about effects of operations
on pairs of fractions). We hypothesize that these results might relate to the
nature of PSTs’ understanding of the multifaceted fraction-related concepts
and further discuss our conjecture in the section that follows.
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Table 2
Median Skill Scores
Skill

n*

S1. Reasoning about models of fractions and operations

12

S2. Reasoning about specific operations with fractions in
real-world situations

11

1.66

S3. Reasoning about the meaning of symbols and formal
mathematical language in the context of fractions

3

2.00

S4. Reasoning about different representations of fractions
and operations

10

1.40

S5. Reasoning about the relationships among fractions and
operations with fractions

4

1.75

S6. Reasoning about the composition of numbers

3

1.33

Median Skill Score
(N = 10)
1.71

S7. Reasoning about effects of operations on pairs of
4
Fractions
n* Number of tasks that fostered strategies consistent with a given skill

1.50

Figure 8
Distribution of PSTs’ Skill Scores on the Seven NOS Skills Related to
Fractions

Research Question 2. What does the analysis of PSTs’ responses reveal
about the relationships among the different fraction-related NOS skills?
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Included in Table 3 are pair-wise correlations (Pearson) among the
NOS skill scores. The identified correlation patterns among the pairs of scores
are illustrated in Figure 9.
The analysis revealed that out of the 21 possible correlation pairs, ten
were non-zero correlations. All ten correlation scores were within the critical
region (-0.576; 0.576, α = 0.05) for our sample size (n = 10), allowing us to
conclude that the observed associations are independent of our sample of
PSTs.
Strong and positive associations were identified among Skill 1and
Skills 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. Correlations between Skill 1 and Skills 3 and 7 were
significant, with p < 0.01 and their respective values were r = 0.80, (1 & 3)
and r = 0.94, (1 & 7) (see Table 3). Correlations between Skill 1 and Skills 4,
5, and 6 were significant with, p < 0.05 and their respective values were r =
0.74, (1 & 4); r = 0.65, (1 & 5); and r = 0.68, (1 & 6). The pattern also showed
strong positive correlations between Skills 3 and 5, r = 0.64, p < 0.05; Skills
3 and 7, r = 0.88, p < 0.01; Skills 4 and 6 , r = 0.70, p < 0.05; Skills 5 and 7, r
= 0.64 p < 0.05; and Skills 6 and 7, r = 0.74, p < 0.05. Skill 2, (reasoning
about specific operations with fractions in real-world situations), however,
appeared to be independent of other skills characterizing fraction NOS. None
of the correlations that involved Skill 2 were statistically significant.
Table 3
Correlation Matrix for the Seven Fraction-Related NOS Skills
Skills

S1

S1. Reasoning about models of fractions
and operations
S2. Reasoning about specific operations with
fractions in real-world situations

-

S3. Reasoning about the meaning of symbols
and formal mathematical language in
the context of fractions
S4. Reasoning about different representations
of fractions and operations
S5. Reasoning about the relationships among
fractions and operations with
fractions
S6. Reasoning about the composition of
numbers
S7. Reasoning about effects of operations
on pairs of fractions
*p < 0.05, ** p <0.01

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

0.40

-

0.80 **

-0.37

-

0.74*

0.59

0.30

-

0.65*

-0.17

0.64*

0.54

0.68*

0.38

0.53

0.70* 0.62

-

0.94**

-0.03

0.88**

0.61

0.74*

S7

-

0.64 *

Figure 9
Correlation Patterns Among the Seven NOS Skills in the Domain of Fractions

-
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Discussion and Implications
The results of past studies document the importance of supporting
PSTs’ in making sense of numbers and operations, particularly in the domain
of fractions (Ball, 1990; Ma, 1999; Newton, 2008; Tirosh, 2000; Tirosh et al.,
1998). Research shows that PSTs generally struggle while solving fractionrelated problems and often rely on paper-and-pencil computational procedures
rather than sense-making strategies (e.g., Ball, 1990; Harvey, 2012; Newton,
2008; Tirosh, 2000; Tirosh et al., 1998). Our work extended prior studies on
PSTs’ knowledge of fractions by exploring the extent to which PSTs use
different NOS skills in the context of solving problems with fractions. We
also examined possible associations among NOS skills identified in PSTs’
problem solutions. Our research shows that PSTs do not use all NOS skills to
the same extent while solving fraction-related problems, suggesting the need
to build their awareness of and facility with a range of fraction-related NOS
skills. Our work also draws attention to the possible connections among NOS
skills in the context of fractions.
Among the seven fraction-related NOS skills we investigated, our
PSTs’ showed the greatest facility with recognizing the meaning of symbols
and formal mathematical language in the context of fractions (Skill 3). In
contrast, our PSTs least frequently reasoned about different representations of
fractions and operations (Skill 4), about the composition of numbers (Skill 6),
and about the effects of operations on pairs of fractions (Skill 7).
To effectively support students in developing flexibility with fractions
and operations that supports mental computations, PSTs need knowledge of
and facility with a wide range of fraction-related NOS skills. Our results
highlight the need to build PSTs’ awareness of and support their expertise and
facility with a broad range of fraction-related NOS skills. Compared with the
other six skills, our PSTs’ greater use of Skill 3 (reasoning about the
meaning of symbols and formal mathematical language in the context of
fractions) might not be surprising. Past research on PSTs’ knowledge of
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fractions shows that PSTs often rely on paper-and-pencil algorithms while
solving problems with fractions (e.g., Harvey, 2012; Newton, 2008; Tirosh,
2000). Thus, the greater use of Skill 3 might suggest that PSTs in our study
relied more on their procedural than a conceptual understanding of fractionrelated concepts. Like some mathematics education researchers (e.g.,
Heirdsfield, 2003; Heirdsfield & Cooper, 2002), we believe that NOS skills,
such as reasoning about equivalent fractions, different representations of
fractions, or judging computational results, are grounded in conceptual
rather than procedural understanding. For example, to make sense of the
validity of a specific result of fraction division, one would need to
understand the meaning of the division of fractions in a given context. That
is, one would need to understand that division might generate a result that is
larger or smaller, depending on the situation. One would also need a
conceptual understanding to make sense of different representations of
fractions and fluently translate among them. Without having a complex
understanding of fraction-related concepts, one, for example, might not be
able to flexibly think about the pictorial model below (Figure 10) as possibly
1 3
3
representing 4, 12, or 9.
Figure 10
1 3
3
Pictorial model of 4, 12, or 9

In our study, we asked PSTs to reason about the given problems using sensemaking strategies without first assessing the level of PSTs’ conceptual or
procedural understanding of fractions. Further research then needs to
examine our hypothesis about possible connections between fraction-related
NOS and individuals’ conceptual understanding of the construct of fractions.
Our results document groups of fraction-related NOS skills that might
possibly support one another. This group of supporting skills includes Skills 1,
3, 5, and 7 (see Figure 9). And, to a lesser degree, since no correlation existed
between Skills 4 and 7, a group formed by Skills 1, 4, 6, and 7 (see Figure 9).
Our data also showed a lack of apparent association between the PSTs’ use of
Skill 2 (reasoning about specific operations with fractions in real-world
situations) and the remaining six fraction-related NOS skills. None of the
correlations that involved Skill 2 were statistically significant.
Our exploratory study only begins to sort out the possible connections
among PSTs’ fraction-related NOS skills, and we recognize that the
generalizability of our study might be limited. Further research with a greater
number and more diverse group of PSTs, a broader selection of tasks,
different instructional settings, and follow-up interviews could strengthen
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what we uncovered about our PSTs’ use of fraction-related NOS skills. More
research that identifies groups of skills that could be targeted concurrently and
those requiring explicit instructional attention can guide the design of
classroom activities that strengthen PSTs’ NOS in the domain of fractions.
Thus we believe that our study provides a promising direction for further
research and suggests paths for mathematics education researchers to pursue.
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